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Late transition metal atoms

The adsorption properties of atoms Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au on mgo ultratient films deposited on substrates Mo(100) or Ag(100) are determined by the first principle of DFT calculations and compared with the corresponding adsorption characteristics on the bare surface of MgO(100). The three media exhibit different behaviors. On mgo/mo(100) thin films there is a transfer of
electrons from the metal/oxide interface to all the given adatoms. In some cases, as with Pd, the charge transfer is small and the species remains atomic, while for other atoms such as Cu, Ag, Au or Pt there is a net transfer of an electron with the formation of solid anions. This has dramatic consequences on preferred adsorption sites, binding force and the magnetic state of
adatoms: all these amounts are totally different from what is found for the same atoms on the naked surface mgO(100). MgO/Ag(100) films have an intermediate behavior between that of mgo/mo thin films(100) and surface MgO(100):charge transfer is found only for Au and, to a lesser extent, for Pt atoms. All other atoms considered essentially maintain the same electronic
structure and preferred adsorption site shown on MgO(100). The reasons for the different behaviour are rationalized in terms of the overall properties of the metal/oxide interface, and in particular its work function. Page 2Deoxygenation of bioolytes on acid zeolites is a potential method of transforming biools into energy-dense liquid fuels. One of the factors influencing the vitality of
zeolite-catalyzed dehydration/deoxygenation is the minimization of coke formation. Here, cyclopentanone, a ketone commonly found in biools, is used as a prototype ketone of bio-oil and its reactivity is evaluated on commercial H−Y zeolites with different acidities. 1H, 13C and 27Al NMR studies of H−Y acid zeolites contacted with cyclopentanone suggest that the nature of zeolite
acidity significantly affects organic reactivity and coke formation. It is shown that the conversion of cyclopentanone began preferentially at lower temperatures on zeolite with lower acid resistance, higher density of the Brønsted acid site, and a higher concentration of extraframework aluminum species (H−Y/5.2, 27.1 SiOHSupAl/uc, 12.05 EFA/uc) than zeolite with greater acid
resistance but lower acid site density (H−Y/30, 8.4 SiOHSupAl/uc and 0.28 EFA/uc). H−Y/5.2 initiates three-phase condensation of trindane cyclopentanone with essentially complete deoxygenation at room temperature. In contrast, on H−Y/30, the main reaction at room temperature is a single-step condensation to produce dimer 50% deoxygenation. These observations suggest
that relatively weak Brønsted acid sites are able to initiate cyclopentanone conversion and that a large density of accessible acid sites can promote reactions. The results suggest hydride transfer, double-bond migration, and cracking reactions occur at relatively low reaction temperatures on H−Y/5.2. At temperatures above 400 °C, heavy coke is generated, as evidenced by nmr
13C spectra, and local strain in the zeolite structure at strong acid sites (SiOHAl), as observed in the NMR mas 29si spectrum. Page 3LEARN ON THESE METRICS Article views are the COUNTER-compliant sum of full text article downloads since November 2008 (both PDF and HTML) in all institutions and individuals. These metrics are regularly updated to reflect the usage that
has led to the last few days. Citations are the number of other articles that cite this article, calculated by Crossref and updated daily. Learn more about crossref counts. The altmetric attention score is a quantitative measure of the attention that a research article received online. Clicking on the donut icon will upload a altmetric.com page with more details about the score and social
media presence for the given item. Learn more about the altmetric attention score and how the score is calculated. Page 4The anatase-phased TiO2 doped cmesoporous nanomaterials are synthesized by a green synthetic approach in a single step with low-cost inorganic Ti(SO4)2 and glucose as precursors for the first time. This easy method avoids high temperature treatment,
the use of expensive or unstable precursors and the production of unwanted by-products in the synthesis process. The physico-chemical properties of the prepared samples are characterized in detail by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy (Raman), N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), transformed quadrihergia-infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR), X-ray photoelectronic spectroscopy (XPS), thermogravimetric analysis (TG), UV−vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (UV−vis DRS) and photoluminescence (PL). The results indicate that oxygen sites in the TiO2 lattice are replaced by carbon atoms and an O−Ti−C bond is formed. The new electronic states observed above the edge of the valence band are
directly responsible for the electronic origin of the shrinking bandwidth gap and the photoactivity of the visible light of the C-doped TiO2. In addition, the possible formation mechanism of the Mesoporous C-doped TiO2 is also discussed. Prepared C-doped TiO2 shows excellent visible light photocatalytic activity in gaseous toluene degradation compared to that of the commercial
photocatalist TiO2 (P25) and C-doped TiO2 prepared using the solid state method. Efficient activity can be attributed to the wide range of and the volume of pores. Our new synthesis approach is energy efficient and environmentally friendly, providing an effective approach for industrial applications due to its low cost and easy increase. Page 5Reasting effects in reducing NOx
storage (NSR) have designed using diffuse reflection in situ diffuse reflection infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS) using supported Pt−Ba catalysts on six different metal oxides (MOx = Al2O3, TiO2, SiO2, CeO2, ZrO2 and Ce0.5Zr0.5O2) and hydrogen as a reducer. NSR performance has been significantly affected by the type of oxide media. The storage capacity of NOx followed the
order CeO2 &gt; Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 &gt; Al2O3 &gt; ZrO2 &gt; TiO2 &gt; SiO2, which is in accordance with the basicity of the oxides. In contrast, the NOx reduction rate showed the reverse order. The study shows that the storage and reduction of NOx and spillover processes are affected by the type of support. As a result, the support material also affects the concentration gradients
along the catalyst bed which in turn has an effect on NSR performance. Strong basicity is beneficial for efficient storage of NOx during lean periods, but reduces the rate of NOx reduction during rich periods by stabilizing surface and bulk nitrates. The high oxygen storage capacity of CeO2 and Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 further reduces the rate of reduction of NOx due to the consumption of
reducer with stored oxygen to form water. In practice, there seems to be a trade-off between efficient NOx storage and an NOx reduction rate determined by the nature of the support material. In this regard, the most used catalyst based on γ-alumina as a support seems to be a good compromise to achieve efficient storage and rapid reduction of NOx. However, CeO2 and
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 have the potential to act as suitable support materials for efficient NSR catalysts when modified to improve the reduction rate. Page 6Eacyccating N−H and O−H bonds in metal-free centers has attracted considerable attention due to its fundamental and industrial importance. In this article, we show by functional density theory that the pure silicon carbide nanotube
(SiCNT) can actually break ammonia's N−H bond and H−OX's O−H bond (X = H, CH3, and C2H5). Both the N−H and O−H bond splits undergo two evolutionary phases: (i) molecular chemisorption of NH3 or H−OX followed by (ii) the activated N−H bond of NH3 or O−H H splitting of H−OX. For the splitting of the N−H bond of ammonia, the adsorption energy (−1,199 eV) and the
subsequent H transfer barrier (0.842 eV) from the Si atom to the neighboring atom C indicate a total zero N−H splitting barrier for sicnt's Si+−C− center. Similarly, SiCNT can also divide H−OX's O−H bonds with considerably greater exothermia (ca. −1,800 eV) than splitting the N−H bond (−1,370 Subsequently, the resulting NH2 or OX groups and the H atom can be converted into
useful organic compounds with the presence of CO, which leads to the recovery of pure SiCNT. Our work has shown for the first time that pure SiCNT SiCNT very promising in splitting and metal-free conversion of N−H or O−H bonds, which would greatly increase the potential application of SiCNT.Page 7Dedimensional materials are important for electronic applications. A natural
way of engineering electronic structure for two-dimensional systems is on-plane chemical functionalization. Based on functional density theory, we study the electronic structures of planar polysylanus and graphane replaced by fluorine. We find that carbon and silicon have very different surface chemicals. The indirect energy gap of planar polysylane becomes direct on the
decoration of fluoride, and its width of space is mainly determined by the coverage of fluorine regardless of its distribution on the surface. However, the electronic structure of fluoride drugged graphane is very sensitive to the configuration of doping, due to competition between antibonding states and almost free electron states (NPEs). With specific fluorine distribution models,
zero-dimensional and one-dimensional NFE states can be obtained. Our results demonstrate the advantages of two-dimensional silicon-based materials over carbon-based materials, from the point of view of the practical engineering of electronic structure by surface chemical functionalization. Page 8LEARN ON THESE METRICS Article views are the COUNTER-compliant sum
of full text article downloads since November 2008 (both PDF and HTML) in all institutions and individuals. These metrics are regularly updated to reflect the usage that has led to the last few days. Citations are the number of other articles that cite this article, calculated by Crossref and updated daily. Learn more about crossref counts. The altmetric attention score is a quantitative
measure of the attention that a research article received online. Clicking on the donut icon will upload a altmetric.com page with more details about the score and social media presence for the given item. Learn more about the altmetric attention score and how the score is calculated. Page 9Susulation of the surface is one of the main sources of poisoning in PD-based catalysts
during ch4 combustion reactions. Through functional density theory, the reactivity of the PdO surface{101} and Pd{100}-(√5 × √5)R27°-O surface oxide towards H2 is examined as representative surfaces of the catalyst at different stages of oxidation. We find that H2 can physisorb molecularly in subcoordinate Pd sites only on the first surface. On the latter surface, the
accumulation of charge exerts a repulsive on H2. Water production on the PDO{101} can eventually be achieved. The reaction barrier for this process is reduced from 1.94 to 0.69 eV in the presence of nearby hydroxyls, which contribute to the destabilization of the H−H bond. Page 10In this document, a hollow core/shell nanostructure Au/Pd with a raspberry surface has been for
the oxidation of methanol, ethanol and formic acid in alkaline media. The results showed that it had better electrocatalyst performance than nanospheres of Au quarries or Pd nanoparticles. The nanostructure was manufactured using a two-step method. Hollow Au nanospheres were first synthesized by a replacement galvanic reaction, and then coated with a layer of Pd grains.
Several characterizations such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and X-ray photoelectronic spectroscopy (XPS) were used to study prepared nanostructures. Intensive studies of fuel cells have encouraged us to examine the electrocatalytic properties of prepared nanostructures, and that
alkaline media could provide a more active environment than acid electrolyte in previous reports have inspired us to manage experiments on alkaline supports. According to the results, this au/pd core/shell hollow nanostructure with a raspberry surface has excellent electrocatalytic properties and can be further used in direct fuel cells alcohol/formic acid (DAFC or DFAFC), sensors
and catalysts. Page 11A combination of XPS, IR spectroscopy of ADSORBITE AND DFT calculations allowed us to identify several gold sites on Au/TiO2 catalysts and analyze the electronic and structural changes induced on the gold nanoparticles supported during CO adsorption. The characteristics of low-coordinate neutral Au0, slightly positively charged Auδ+ species and
cationic AuIII have been studied, and IR bands associated with ADSORBED CO have been determined on these species. The displacement of the νCO frequency depends not only on the charge on the particle or the particular gold atom to which the CO binds, but also on the degree of coordination of the gold atoms, i.e. the shape of the particles, and the ability of CO to modify
this form of particle. It has been unequivocally demonstrated by combining IR/DFT results and H/D isotope exchange experiments that, among the different gold species identified, only low-coordinate neutral gold atoms not involved in Au−O−Ti connections are responsible for H2 dissociation on Au/TiO2 catalysts. Page 12Aqueous impregnation of mesoporosa silica has been
studied as a first step in the preparation of the catalyst to study the distribution of the metal-precursor solution on the support. The degree of filling of the pores after impregnation was determined using the depression of the freezing point of the confined liquids. A separate bulk casting transition observed with differential scan calorimetry in with TGA and N2-physiorption allowed a
strict quantification of the extension of the filling of the pores of the support. Micro and mesoporosis volumes of different mesoporosa silica have been filled up to 90−100% with water. With the KCl solution, a maximum of 75−85% of the pores have been filled. However, the total reached 85−90% when the estimated volume of fisisorbite water was included. As a case study for
catalyst preparation, silica supports were also impregnated with an Acquosa Ni(NO3)2 solution. Generally, the solution occupied up to 80−90% of the volume of pores, similar to filling pores with KCl. This study shows that ordered mesoporosa silica, as well as silica gel, are spontaneously filled and largely with aqueous solutions from capillary forces. It is expected that only up to
10% of empty pores will be present after a so-called impregnation of incipient moisture. Therefore, a widely uniform distribution of the metal precursor on the support is obtained by aqueous impregnation. Page 13An aluminium complex, aluminium tri-(2-(2-hydroxyphenyl) benzoxazole) (AlLO3), has been synthesized and applied as a block of holes carrying electrons in organic light
emission devices (OLED). The electronic transport and hole-blocking properties of the compound have been studied in detail. The performance of AlLO3-based blue OLDs is significantly better than that of tris-(8-quinolinolate) (Alq3), 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-fen an (BCP), and 2,2′,2′′-(Benzene-1,3,5-triyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole) (TPBI) with a similar device structure.
Page 14A significant visible light response of unintentionally drugged ZnO nanowire (NW) transistors (FET) has been observed (for the on and off lighting source). In particular, under white lighting (wavelength longer than 400 nm), the threshold voltage (VT) of the ZnO NW FET moves considerably in the negative direction, suggesting a noticeable increase in the concentration of
the vector. A photon-assisted oxygen molecule desorption mechanism is proposed to explain the photorescription observed under-bandgap based on the behavior of experimental devices in different gas atmospheres (air, vacuum, pure N2 and pure O2) and with/without nanowire surface modifications (coated with PMMA). Page 15Sylambed silano molecules are commonly used
in a wide variety of electrolyte-insulating–silicon field effect transistors. We combine capacity-voltage measurements with equivalent circuit modeling to study such a structure, in which the main steps of the self-assembly process, namely surface solvent cleaning, surface activation and self-assembly, have been characterized in sequence. UV radiation (254 nm) used in cleaning
and hydroxylation was found to induce interface states between the Si and SiO2 insulation with a concentration of around 1013 cm−2. When UV radiation is the concentration of interface states is reduced by 1 order of magnitude. The subsequent self-assembly of polar monolayers of 3-aminopropyltrymethyltrymethoxysyline and 11-aminoundeciltrietoxisilano does not induce any
change in the flat band of The Si in contact with an electrolyte, in with the same monolayers measured in dry conditions. This is attributed to electrostatic screening by the electrolyte. Page 16The effect of the polymer-electrode interface on the photovoltaic performance of solar cells based on poly(3-esylthiophene):p henil-C61-hydrotric acid methyl ester. Four forms of cathodes,
Ca/Ag, Ca/Al, LiF/Al and Al, have been deposited on photoactive films. The Ca/Al cathode showed the best FF of 0.69, while Al produced the worst of 0.55. The limiting effect of efficiency, a concave in the fourth quadrant of current-voltage characteristics, can be caused by a thermally degraded poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophen) :p oly(styrene sulfonate) anode or an oxidized Ca
cathode. An interlayer of CdSe inorganic material between the photoactive layer and the cathode can, to some extent, inhibit the negative effect of the polymer-metal interface. Page 17To develop a photoinduced hydrogen production system based on an artificial photosynthesis model, the anionic carotenoid dye soluble in crocetin water, which has two carboxylate groups (a
polyene material conjugated with electrons π with a carbon number of 20), electrostatically immobilized on the surface of cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylamonium (CTAB) micelles that included Mg chlorophyll-a and b (MgChl-a and b) (Cro/MgChl), was prepared, and its photochemical properties have been studied using UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. MgChl-a
and b fluorescence has been induced, with the excitation wavelength attributed to the crocetin absorption band, indicating that a photo-induced energy transfer from the photoexcite state of the crocetin to MgChl-a and b occurs through the CTAB micelle interface. Photostability of MgChl-a and b in Cro/MgChl has been studied under continuous visible irradiation. After 60 minutes of
irradiation, the absorbance at 660 nm due to MgChl-a and b in Cro/MgChl and MgChl-a/b, which did not contain crocetin, decreased by 3.0% and 17% respectively. Little photo-inductee decomposition of Cro/MgChl's crocetin moiety has been observed. These results indicate that the rate of photoinducted decomposition of MgChl-a/b in Cro/MgChl against irradiation has been
suppressed by the crocetin molecule on the surface of the micelles. An effective hydrogen production system in the presence of NADH as an electron donor, methylviologeno (MV2+) as an electronic vector and platinum colloid as a hydrogen production catalyst under visible light irradiation was developed using Cro/MgChl as a photosensitizing device (3.6 μmol in 3 h), which was
found to be better than using MgChl-a/b without crocetin (2.1 μmol in 3 h). Page 18A organic sensitisers made up of donor groups, are designed and developed for dye-sensitized solar cell applications. A solar cell that employs Spiro-OMeTAD acid dye as a material for transporting holes has a short-circuit photocurrent current density of 9.64 mA/cm2, an open circuit voltage of 798
mV and a filling factor of 0.57, corresponding to an overall conversion efficiency of 4.4% to standard am 1.5 sunlight. Photo-induced absorption spectroscopy probes an efficient transfer of the hole from dyes to spiro-OMeTAD.Page 19A a general TDDFT procedure has been established that accurately assesses the UV/vis absorption spectra of a number of new metal-free
conjugate organic dyes based on moiety triphenylamine (TPA), which have recently been developed for dye-sensitized solar cells (SDCs). It turns out that functional BHandH, combined with the basic set 6-311 +G(2d.2p), provides reliable auxochromatic displacements when bulk solvation effects are included in the model. In fact, the theoretical procedure provides λmax with an
average absolute deviation limited to ∼0.1 eV. In addition, we provide insights into the geometric and electronic structures of dyes and unravel structural changes allowing you to optimize the properties of TPA-based DSSCs. This survey aims to improve the electronic injection process, as well as the light collection efficiency (LHE) of dyes. To this end, we considered a set of
about 20 new dyes, and starting from the TPC-1 structure, the following changes help to obtain better properties of electronic injection and light collection: (i) the extension of the bridge group by adding an ethylene subunit between the two phenyl groups (TPC-14); — functionalization 16-COOH, 15-OMe, 1a,6-diCN (TPC-18); (iii) move the terminal cian acceptor from position 16 to
15, introducing two −OMe functions in 11 and 13 positions and/or by grafting two −CN groups into 1a and 6 positions on the TPA (TPC-20) age. These specific changes lead to a maximum increase in LHE and a more exoenegic free injection enthalpy (−2.20 eV compared to −1.84 eV per TPC-1). Finally, the TPC-23 (resulting from the combination TPC-14/TPC-20) shows an
improvement in both spectroscopic and energy parameters. In addition, analysis of the molecular topology shows that the coplanarity between the anchorage and the bridge unit is broken, i.e. the positive charge is not directly in contact with the TiO2 surface, and the recombination reaction is therefore inhibited. Page 20LEARN ON THESE METRICS Article views are the
COUNTER-compliant sum of full text article downloads since November 2008 (both PDF and HTML) in all institutions and individuals. These metrics are regularly updated to reflect the usage that has led to the last few days. Quotes are the number of other articles that mention this calculated by Crossref and updated daily. Learn more about crossref counts. The altmetric attention
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Crystalline structure of A2BO4 compounds with different phases (T′, T* and T). Phase T showed the possible active site for the previously proposed NO decomposition and currently described as paths a and b respectively. This article is quoted by 1 publications. Yun-Fei Bu, Dong Ding, Lu Gan, Xun-Hui Xiong, Wei Cai, Wen-Yi Tan, Qin Zhong. New insights into intermediate
temperature solid oxide fuel cells with oxygen ion-conducting electrolyte act as a catalyst for NO decomposition. Applied Catalysis B: Environmental 2014, 158-159, 418-425. 1. Crystalline structure of A2BO4 compounds with different phases (T′, T* and T). Phase T showed the possible active site for the previously proposed NO decomposition and currently described as paths a
and b respectively. This publication contains no references. References.
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